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This report discusses measures for link
strength in Discrete Bayesian Networks, i.e.
measures for the strength of connection along
a specific edge. It is a revised version of Re-
port GT-IIC-07-01 (Jan 2007) with improved
literature review and explanations.
The target application is the visualization
of the strengths of the edge connections in
a Bayesian Network learned from data to
learn more about the inherent properties of
the system. The report reviews existing
link strength measures, provides an accessible
derivation of the primary measure, proposes
some simple variations of the primary mea-
sure and compares their resulting properties.
1 The Concept of Link Strength
Boerlage was the first to formally introduce the con-
cept of link strength for Bayesian Networks (Boer-
lage 1992). Boerlage defines connection strength for
any pair of nodes (adjacent or not) to measure the
strength between those nodes taking any possible path
between them into account. In contrast link strength
(also known as arc weight) is defined for a specific edge
and measures the strength of connection only along
that single edge.
To demonstrate the difference between these concepts
in particular for adjacent nodes consider the network
in Figure 1. Each of the three nodes only has two
states, True and False. Let us focus on the connection
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P (X = True)=0.5
Z :
P (Z =True|X =True) = 0.9
P (Z =True|X =F alse)=0.1
Y :
P (Y =True|X =True, Z =True) = 0.9
P (Y =True|X =F alse, Z =True) = 0.89
P (Y =True|X =True, Z =F alse) = 0.1
P (Y =True|X =F alse, Z =F alse) = 0.11
Figure 1: Sample BN with weak link from X to Y , but
strong links from X to Z and Z to Y .
between nodes X and Y . For this sample network the
direct link from X to Y is weak – this is easily seen
because the state of X has little effect on the values
of P (Y |X, Z). In contrast the indirect link from X to
Y through Z is very strong. According to the above
(vague) concept definitions, the connection strength,
CS, between X and Y is strong here, but the link
strength, LS, of the edge X → Y is weak:
CS(X, Y ) = strong,
LS(X → Y ) = weak.
Any pair of measures for link strength and connection
strength should yield this result for the above example.
Link strength measures have been proposed for two
primary applications:
1. Visualization: Boerlage 1992 realized that in
graph representations of DAGs it is helpful to
show not only the existence of arrows, but also
the strength of the various connections to better
understand the network. He proposed two types
of enhanced graph representations. One uses con-
nection strength to show the range of influence
of a target variable, the other uses link strength
to show how much information travels across spe-
cific paths. He also realized that these graphs are
useful to generate explanations for reasoning in
Bayesian Networks.
2. Approximate Inference: Since connection
strength can be used to determine the range of
influence of variables, it can be used in approxi-
mate inference to determine which variables can
be neglected in the approximation (Jitnah and
Nicholson 1998). Connection strength is generally
computationally expensive to calculate, so link
strength measures are sometimes employed to ap-
proximate connection strength quickly. For that
purpose the link strength measures must be com-
putationally efficient and combinations of them
must yield either bounds on or a decent approx-
imation of connection strength between any two
nodes (Jitnah and Nicholson 1998).
The discussion in this paper is targeted toward the first
application above. Thus computational complexity is
of little concern here.
Furthermore, structure learning and causal discovery
was still in its infancy at the time when Boerlage pro-
posed to use link strength for visualization and thus
there exist potential applications today that he could
not possibly have foreseen. Most importantly, we be-
lieve that Link Strength measures will soon play an
important role to identify a system’s major causal
pathways. For example, using constraint-based struc-
ture learning algorithms to learn a system’s structure
from data often yields large sets of Markov-equivalent
DAGs. (Node adjacencies are identical in all of those,
but the direction of certain arrows may be reversed.)
Using link strength can help researchers to narrow
down the alternatives by eliminating those networks
with only minor differences (i.e. those where arrows are
reversed only for edges with very small link strength),
thus yielding a more manageable number of major
causal hypotheses to consider.
Link strength could also play an important role to
evaluate the quality of structure learning algorithms.
Rather than just counting the number of incorrect
edges when evaluating models, it may be useful to
weigh the incorrect arrows by their link strength values
in the correct model. Much research remains concern-
ing the details of this approach.
This document is a revised version of an earlier re-
search report by the same author (Ebert-Uphoff 2007).
The main difference is a more thorough literature re-
view and better explanations of the concepts in the
context of the literature. The goal of this report is
to revive the powerful concept of link strength and to
direct more attention to its usefulness for these and
other applications. All measures are defined in this
document only for discrete Bayesian Networks.
2 Background
Link strength measures tend to be built on measures
for uncertainty and connection strength. Those are
briefly reviewed below.
2.1 Measuring Uncertainty
The most commonly used measure for the uncertainty
of a random variable is Entropy (Shannon 1949). En-









While entropy has several limitations (see for example
Pearl 1988, pp. 322-323), those are shared by any other
measure that is a function of only the probabilities of a
random variable’s states to measure uncertainty. Thus
entropy nevertheless remains by far the most popular
measure for uncertainty.
2.2 Measuring Connection Strength
Connection strength between X and Y measures how
strongly information on the state of X affects the state
of Y (and vice versa).
Boerlage defined connection strength for two binary
variables X, Y by comparing the distribution for dif-
ferent values of parent X to each other, namely
CSBoerlage(X, Y ) = d(P (y| + x), P (y| − x)),
where +x and −x denote the two possible states of
variable X and d is any valid distance measure between
two probability distributions (several examples of d are
given in Boerlage 1992).
A more standard approach is to compare the distribu-
tion of Y without any evidence to the distribution of Y
if there is evidence for X . For example, in their earlier
work Nicholson and Jitnah apply the Bhattacharyya
distance (Nicholson and Jitnah 1997) to the distribu-
tions of Y and Y |X . However, that approach yields
less suitable results than Mutual Information (Nichol-
son and Jitnah 1998).
Finally, Mutual Information is the most common im-
plementation of this idea, as proposed by Pearl (Pearl
1988): one simply calculates U(Y ) and U(Y |X) and
compares them. Mutual Information (MI) is de-
fined as
MI(X, Y ) = U(Y ) − U(Y |X), (1)
where U(Y |X) is calculated by averaging U(Y |xi) over




P (xi)U(Y |xi). (2)
Simple arithmetic transformations yield the formula:
MI(X, Y ) =
∑
x,y






2.3 Measuring Shielding Properties
Another useful concept is Conditional Mutual In-
formation (CMI) which compares the uncertainty in
Y if we know the state of Z to the uncertainty in Y if
we know the states of Z and X . CMI is defined as
MI(X, Y |Z) = U(Y |Z) − U(Y |X, Z),
where
U(Y |X, Z) =
∑
x,z













MI(X, Y |Z) can be written as










In the context of Bayesian Networks CMI is sometimes
used to check how well a set of variables, Z, shields X
from Y . For example, Friedman et al. 1999 use condi-
tional mutual information in the context of structure
learning to determine how well a node Xi is shielded
from node Xj by its assumed set of parents, PA(Xi):
Mshield(Xi, Xj |current network) = MI(Xi, Xj |PA(Xi)).
Pappas and Gillies 2002 use conditional mutual infor-
mation to develop an accuracy measure for Bayesian
Networks that measures the accuracy of the condi-
tional independencies implied by its structure.
3 Existing Link Strength Measures
There is much less literature on link strength than on
connection strength and it appears to be harder to
measure. A thorough literature review yielded three
different link strength measures:
1. Boerlage defined connection strength and link
strength for Bayesian Networks with only bi-
nary nodes. Building on the definition of
CSBoerlage(X, Y ) provided above, he defines con-
nection strength in the presence of evidence as
CS(X, Y |e) = d (P (y| + x, e), P (y| − x, e)) ,
where e represents the evidence. Link strength is
then defined as
LSBoerlage(X → Y ) = max
z
CS(X, Y |z),
where z denotes all possible state combinations of
all parents of Y other than X .
The central question when using this approach
is how to define connection strength for discrete
variables, since Boerlage only defined it for bi-
nary variables. If one uses the prevalent measure
of mutual information for this purpose, then the
link strength measure becomes very similar to the
third approach below.
2. Lacave and Diez 2004 proposed a measure for the
magnitude of influence of link X → Y as
LSLacave(X → Y ) =
max
y,x,z
[P (Y ≥ y|x, z) − P (Y ≥ y|x0, z)]
where x, y are the states of nodes X and Y and
z is the state combination of all other parents,
Z, of Y . Furthermore, X and Y are assumed to
be ordinal variables with their states ordered such
that the “lowest” value appears first, i.e. x0 is the
lowest value of X .
This may be a good approach in the case of a
network where node states can be ordered such
that nodes tend to have positive influence on each
other, i.e. increasing the state of a node tends to
increase the state of its child nodes. However, if
no such order can be established, using the refer-
ence state x0 appears to be somewhat arbitrary.
3. The measure presented by Nicholson and Jitnah











where the term Ppr indicates an approximation of
probability that avoids using any inference.
Nicholson and Jitnah do not provide a derivation
of their measure and it already contains some ap-
proximate terms. However, it seems more than
likely that they derived their measure using con-
ditional mutual information. In fact if we define
link strength as mutual information of X, Y con-
ditioned on the set Z of all other parents of Y ,
namely
LStrue(X → Y ) = MI(X, Y |Z),












Equation (6) matches Equation (5) except for the
approximations already employed by Nicholson
and Jitnah.
Note that all three definitions for link strength share a
common feature - they all condition on the set Z of all
other parents of child Y . Why this is a good approach
is explained in the next section. Furthermore, Boer-
lage’s and Jitnah’s link strength measures are both
closely tied to their respective definitions of connection
strength measures - Boerlage uses maximization while
Nicholson and Jitnah obtain link strength through av-
eraging over the states of set Z.
We feel that Equation (6) provides the most solid ba-
sis for a link strength measure, because it is built step
by step on a sequence of well established concepts (en-
tropy, MI and CMI) and does not involve any arbitrary
choices. Measure (6) is thus considered to be the pri-
mary link strength measure for the remainder of this
paper.
4 Why Conditioning on the Other
Parents Works
All existing link strength measures condition on the
set Z of other parents of Y to focus on the connection
from parent X to child Y solely along edge X → Y .
While this is an intuitive approach it is worthwhile to
formally prove that there truly remain no indirect open
pathways between X and Y . (for example through
common descendants of X and Y ).
Theorem 1 Consider a BN with a link X → Y . Let
Z = PA(Y ) − {X} denote the set of all parents of Y
other than X. If all other parents, Z, are instantiated
and no other nodes are instantiated, then the only open
pathway between X and Y is the direct link X → Y .
Proof Let us denote the BN as (G,P ) where G de-
notes the DAG and P the joint probability. Let Ĝ be
a modified DAG generated by deleting edge X → Y
in G. Since edge X → Y does not exist in Ĝ, set Z
represents all parents of Y in Ĝ. Furthermore, X is
not a descendent of Y in Ĝ - otherwise the original
DAG G would contain a directed cycle. Due to the
Markov condition any node in a BN is conditionally
independent of its non-descendents given only its par-
ents. Therefore in the BN with DAG Ĝ, node Y is
conditionally independent of X given Z.
Since X and Y are conditionally independent given Z
if the edge from X to Y is removed, it is clear that edge
X → Y is indeed the only path along which informa-
tion can flow from X to Y in the original network if Z
is instantiated.
This fact ensures that either one of the three link
strength measures indeed only measures information
flow along the considered edge.
5 Variations of True Average Link
Strength
Let us first recall the definition of the primary mea-
sure.











Interpretation By how much is the uncertainty in Y
reduced by knowing the state of X , if the states of all
other parent variables are known (averaged over the
parent states using their actual joint probability)?
5.1 Blind Average Link Strength
A new measure can be derived from True Average Link
Strength by disregarding the actual frequency of oc-
currence of the parent states. Namely we assume that
X,Z are independent and all uniformly distributed,
resulting in the following approximations P̂ :







where #(X) denotes the number of discrete states of
X , etc.
Essentially, this approximation goes one step further in
simplifications than the approximations by Jitnah and
Nicholson. However, these additional simplifications
have a justification of their own. Namely an interest-
ing property of the set of assumptions (8) is that it
creates a local measure that depends only on the child
node and its conditional probability table, but noth-
ing else in the network. One may argue that for some
applications such a local measure is actually more nat-
ural, since the connection between parents and child
should be independent of any changes in probabilities
elsewhere in the network. This discussion is continued
in a later section discussing properties of the measures.
Definition Blind Average Link Strength is defined as
















P (y|x, z) log2 P (y|x, z).
Note that Û(Y |Z) and Û(Y |X,Z) are obtained from
U(Y |Z) and U(Y |X,Z) simply by replacing P by ap-
proximations P̂ of (8). This definition yields the sim-
ple formula












x P (y|x, z)
)
,
where P (y|x, z) is given by the conditional probability
table of Y and no inference is required at all.
Interpretation By how much is the uncertainty in Y
reduced by knowing the state of X , if the states of all
other parent variables are known (averaged over the
parent states assuming all parents are independent of
each other and uniformly distributed)?
Comment: This is the simplest and computationally
least expensive measure. It is also a local measure,
taking only the child and its conditional probabilities
into account, thus allowing for isolated analysis of child
and parents, regardless of the rest of the network.
5.2 Link Strength Percentages
In some cases the absolute amount of uncertainty re-
duction in a variable may provide less insight than
the percentage of the original uncertainty that was re-
moved. Thus we propose a simple extension of the
Link Strength Measures, namely Link Strength Per-
centage, to be used in conjunction with Link Strength.
Definition True Average Link Strength Percentage is
defined for U(Y |Z) 6= 0 as
LS%true(X→Y ) =
LStrue(X → Y )
U(Y |Z)
· 100 (9)
Applying independence and uniformity assumptions
(8) to the True Average Link Strength Percentage (9)
yields the Blind Average Link Strength Percentage.
Definition Blind Average Link Strength Percentage
is defined for Û(Y |Z) 6= 0 as
LS%blind(X → Y ) =
LSblind(X → Y )
Û(Y |Z)
· 100
LS%true(X → Y ) is undefined if U(Y |Z) = 0 and
LS%blind(X → Y ) is undefined if Û(Y |Z) = 0, which
makes perfect sense. If there is zero uncertainty to
begin with, then it makes no sense to ask what per-
centage of it was removed.
6 Properties of Link Strength
This section provides additional intuition on the differ-
ent link strength measures by presenting some proper-
ties and illustrating them by several examples.
6.1 Do The Measures Behave As Desired?
Table 1 shows the results for the network in Figure 1
that demonstrates the difference between connection
strength and link strength. Listed are True Average
and Blind Average Link Strength for each edge, as
well as Mutual Information for each node pair. As ex-






X → Y 0.000 0.000 0.311
X → Z 0.531 0.531 0.531
Z → Y 0.204 0.516 0.515
pected, both link strength measures yield high values
for the edges from X to Z and from Z to Y , while
the link strength of edge X → Y nearly vanishes.
In contrast, X and Y are strongly connected accord-
ing to mutual information, because information flows
through the chain X → Z → Y .
6.2 Scale
A few comments on scale are in order. It is guaranteed
that the values of the measures increase monotonously
when uncertainty is reduced, but the scale of the ac-
tual values is not linear and not intuitive - just as is






























Figure 2: True Average Link Strength (left) and Percentage (right) for Asia Model.






























Figure 3: Blind Average Link Strength (left) and Percentage (right) for Asia Model.
the case for values of entropy. This needs to be consid-
ered when choosing a threshold for when a connection
is considered “strong”. While link strength percent-
ages are also affected by the nonlinear scale (e.g. a
reduction by 50% means that the value of a nonlinear
measure is reduced by 50%), it nevertheless appears
to provide a better indication since the same nonlin-
ear effect appears in the numerator and denominator
and may be ‘somewhat’ canceled. However, more re-
search on this topic is required to develop practical
guidelines.
6.3 True Versus Blind Average Link Strength
Let us consider the Visit to Asia network introduced
in (Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter 1998). Figures 2 and 3
show True Average Link Strength and Blind Average
Link Strength. In the link strength graphs, the value
of the link strength is indicated both by the number
next to the arrow and by the gray scale of the arrow (if
the arrow would otherwise be invisible, a dashed light
gray line is used instead).
As indicated by the True Average Percentages on the
right of Figure 2 most links are quite strong. All con-
nections except for the one from Visit to Asia to Tu-
berculosis can be classified as significant.
The Blind Average Value Percentage for the link from
for Visit to Asia to Tuberculosis on the right of Figure
3 is much higher though, indicating that the reason for
the low True Average Percentage is the low probability
of state True for Visit to Asia. In a nutshell, one could
say that in this example True Average Link Strength
(and Percentage) only considers the benefit of the in-
formation of variable Visit to Asia for the average
patient. In contrast Blind Average Link Strength (and
Percentage) considers all patient categories equally –
in this case the small group of patients actually having
traveled to Asia is given equal weight to the large group
not having traveled there – and thus gives more at-
tention to special cases (small groups) and the
value of information of variable Visit to Asia for
that special group.
This difference is typical for the different viewpoints of
True Average and Blind Average. Either viewpoint is
valid, but one should be aware of them when choosing
a measure for a particular application.
6.4 Detecting Deterministic Relationships
This section illustrates interesting properties of the
Link Strength Percentages for deterministic functions.
By deterministic function we mean that the state of a
child is completely known if the states of all of its par-
ents are known, i.e. there is no uncertainty involved.
Definition A node Y is a deterministic child of its
parents, P1, . . . , Pn, if
∀ states y, ∀ parent states p1, . . . , pn :
P (y|p1, . . . , pn) ∈ {0, 1}.
Proposition 6.1 If Y is a deterministic child of its
parents, then both its True Average and Blind Average
Link Strength Percentage from any parent P is 100%:
∀P ∈ parents(Y ) : LStrue%(P → Y ) = 100%
∀P ∈ parents(Y ) : LSblind%(P → Y ) = 100%.
Proof See Appendix A.
The question arises whether the reverse is also true,
i.e. if the link strength percentages of all parents to a
child are 100% does that imply that the child is de-
terministic? This is indeed the case for Blind Average
Percentage, but not for True Average Percentage, as
evident from the following two Propositions.
Proposition 6.2 If LSblind%(P → Y ) = 100% for at
least one parent P of a node Y , then Y is a determin-
istic child of its parents.
Proof See Appendix A.
Remark: it follows that if LSblind%(P → Y ) = 100%
for one of Y ’s parents, that the same must hold for all
of Y ’s parents.
Proposition 6.3 Even if LStrue%(P → Y ) = 100%
for all parents P of node Y , then Y is not necessarily
a deterministic child of its parents.
Proof See Appendix A.
To see the usefulness in particular of Proposition 2 we
revisit the Visit to Asia Example. Looking at the plot
for the Blind Average Link Strength Percentage (right
plot in Figure 3) immediately shows that CancerOrTu-
berculosis is a deterministic child of its parents – which,
admittedly, in this case could have been guessed from
its name, too. Other cases are less obvious, in partic-
ular if a large network is learned from data and this
property can be helpful to identify deterministic and
nearly deterministic child nodes.
7 Conclusions
We believe that Link Strength measures will play an
important role in the context of constraint-based struc-
ture learning algorithms to derive hypotheses of
a system’s primary causal pathways from data.
One problem when using constraint-based structure
learning algorithms is the generally large number of
Markov-equivalent DAGs returned by each algorithm.
One way in which link strength may be helpful is
that it could help one reduce the number of models
to look at. Although the concept of link strength was
already proposed and demonstrated for Bayesian Net-
works back in 1992, it has yet to find widespread use in
the visualization and evaluation of Bayesian networks
learned from data. We hope that this introductory
paper, through its review of existing link strength def-
initions, definitions of Blind Average Link Strength
and Link Strength percentages, and its examples and
discussion of link strength properties, will increase the
use of link strength for those and other purposes.
A Appendix: Proofs for Propositions
6.1 to 6.3
Proof of Proposition 6.1: If node Y is a determin-
istic child of its parents then it follows U(Y |X,Z) = 0
and Û(Y |X,Z) = 0 in the definitions of True/Blind
Average Link Strengths, which then yields the desired
result.
Proof of Proposition 6.2: From LSblind%(P →
Y ) = 100% follows Û(Y |X,Z) = 0, thus
∑
x,y,z
P (y|x, z) log2 P (y|x, z) = 0.
Each term P (y|x, z) log2 P (y|x, z) is positive and
vanishes if and only if P (y|x, z) = 0 or P (y|x, z) = 1.
Thus in order for the whole sum to vanish, we must
have ∀x, y, z : P (y|x, z) ∈ {0, 1}. Thus Y is a
deterministic child of its parents.
Proof of Proposition 6.3: The following degen-
erate case serves as a counter example. Y has two
parents, X, Z, which each can only take states 0
and 1. Let us say that x = 0 and z = 0 always,
thus P (x = 0, z = 0) = 1 and P (x, z) = 0 oth-
erwise. Define Y = (x + z) ∗ (random number),
then U(Y |x = 0, z = 0) = 0 and U(Y |x, z) 6= 0
otherwise. Thus all products P (x, z)U(Y |x, z) vanish
and U(Y |X, Z) = 0, although Y is clearly not a
deterministic child of its parents.
Comment: One may argue that The inability of the
True Average Link Strength Percentage to guarantee
that a node is a deterministic child comes from the
fact that the definition of whether a child is deter-
ministic is independent of the joint probability of the
node’s parents, while True Average Link Strength Per-
centage disregards parent state combinations with zero
joint probability. Thus one may argue that this differ-
ence is philosophical in nature and that True Average
Link Strength Percentage is also a good indicator for
deterministic relationships. Nevertheless, it is more
prudent to use Blind Average Link Strength Percent-
age for that purpose.
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